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vintage revival.
Luxe Interiors + Design presents the Denver Designer Show House.
Originally designed by architect Lester Varian, the 1927 residence
sits on a half-acre site bordering the Denver Botanic Gardens.
Twenty-two design professionals joined forces in the stylish
transformation of the grand Arts and Crafts-style home.
written by

m i nd y p ant i el

photography by

em i l y m i nt o n r ed f i el d

m a r y k n a p e & k e lly z i b e ll
vestibule, entry and landing
You only get one chance to make a first impression are words Mary Knape and
Kelly Zibell took to heart when designing the house’s highly visible vestibule,
entry and landing. “All the rooms flow off of these spaces, so it was a huge
responsibility to set the right tone,” says Knape. “We selected a soft color
palette so our spaces wouldn’t fight with any of the adjoining rooms.”
In the tiny anteroom, the designers placed a mirrored chest of drawers
against a wall they painted sea-foam green to greet visitors before they
glimpse the formal entry and its grass-cloth walls. A red mahogany console
with a gold-leaf accent glimmers, and a classic diamond-patterned wool runner
beckons guests to the landing. Upstairs, an oversize painting, selected by
the show house’s art curator Ann Benson Reidy, hangs above a console on
one wall, while a bench upholstered with a leopard velvet contrasts with
the geometric wallcovering of another. “The bench is so traditional we felt
we could introduce something edgy to punctuate the space,” Zibell says.
Artwork: Robischon Gallery and Carmen Wiedenhoeft Gallery; curated by Ann Benson
Reidy. Bench: David Francis Furniture from Moda Antica. Entry console: Edward Ferrell +
Lewis Mittman from Town. Landing chandelier: Dessin Fournir from Kneedler-Fauchère.
Landing console: Maxine Snider from Town. Mirrored chest: John-Richard from C.A.I.
Designs. Paint: Benjamin Moore. Runner: Aztec Custom Rug & Carpet Service. Vestibule
lamp: Port 68 from C.A.I. Designs. Wallcovering: Romo from Town.
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tony torres
fa m i ly r o o m
In the typical American family room, the television is a focal point; so
rather than hide it, designer Tony Torres embraced it. “I put the flat
screen in full view and balanced it with a mahogany console lined with
beautiful accessories,” says Torres. “When the television is turned off,
your eye goes to the candlesticks, and you don’t even notice it’s there.” A
sectional upholstered with a stain-resistant cotton-rayon-polyester fabric
provides the requisite spot for lounging, and a pair of curved chromeand-leather chairs rounds out the seating area. Measured splashes of
mustard—“It had to be the right tone of curry,” says Torres—offset the
gray walls, and a playful mix of pillows covered with dot, chevron and
plaid patterns keeps things casual. Believing every room should have a
connection to nature, Torres introduced a coffee table fashioned from a
200-year-old slab of acacia and a pouf featuring individual felt cutouts
that mirror the leaf accents in the drapes.
Coffee table, floor lamp and table lamp: C.A.I. Designs. Drapery and custom
pillows: The Denver Drapery Company. Drapery fabric: Pindler & Pindler Inc.
from Hoff Miller. Pouf, wood-and-iron end table and chevron pillows: Castles
Home Decor. Sectional and chrome-and-leather chairs: Lexington Home
Brands. TV console: Cameron Collection from Town.
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a s h l e y c a m p b e ll & s o n j a d r e y e r
dining room
In the formal dining room, designers Ashley Campbell and Sonja Dreyer
let the existing leaded glass windows and a pair of sconces—aptly named
Candlelight 21st Century—set the modern-meets-classic direction. To
underscore that tone, the duo toyed with wrapping the expansive room
with a hand-painted wallcovering, but thought it might be overwhelming.
“So we put it on the ceiling, instead,” says Campbell, who echoed the
pattern’s reflective geometric quality with a large hanging drum shade
featuring a similar motif. “It was just the wow factor the space needed,
and it tied in perfectly with the pattern in the leaded glass windows.” The
room’s commodious dimensions also dictated the scale of the furnishings
and the decision to go with fewer larger pieces rather than run the risk
of overfurnishing. A sextet of handsome charcoal velvet-covered chairs,
finished with nail heads to delineate their tailored form, surrounds a
custom 84-inch round table crowned with a Caesarstone top.
Ceiling wallcovering: Maya Romanoff. Ceiling wallcovering installation: Rocky
Mountain Custom Walls Inc. Chairs: Hickory Chair. Drum shade and sconces:
Fine Art Lamps. Paint: Benjamin Moore. Planter and artwork: John Brooks, Inc.
Table Base: Vanguard Furniture. Tabletop: Caesarstone. Rug: Prestige Mills from
Floor Coverings By CPA.
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m a r v i n w il k i n s o n
living room
“The room is very reflective of today’s lifestyle and the architecture that
surrounds it,” says designer Marvin Wilkinson of John Brooks Studio,
who worked with Ben Menke and Jennifer DeBroske-Lee to create a formal
living room that honors both its 1920s history and contemporary life.
“It’s sophisticated yet comfortable.” Taking a layered approach to the
space, the designers chose a timeless sofa upholstered with alpaca velvet
and a pair of wood-frame lounge chairs—“They could be circa 1952 or
present day,” says Menke—to establish the first tier. Next, a silk-abaca
blend wallcovering, wool sateen drapes and a silk rug define the textural
layer. “Silk has been around forever, but the abstract pattern on the rug
makes it current,” says DeBroske-Lee. Color arrives in the form of Fortuny
drapery trim in a subtle orange shade and upholstered silk-velvet benches
sporting an antique gold hue. Meanwhile, the crystal chandelier recalls
the room’s roots. “We chose pieces that reflect a sparkle of beauty on
their own, but still work with others,” Wilkinson adds.
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Bench fabric: Bergamo Fabrics. Buffet: Jasper.
Chandelier and coffee table: Dennis & Leen.
Console table and benches: Paul Ferrante.
Lounge chair fabric: Castel. Lounge chairs:
Michael Berman Limited. Mirror: Jasper. Rug
and drapery fabric: Holland & Sherry. Side
tables and table lamps: Rose Tarlow Melrose
House. Sofa: JJ Custom. Sofa fabric: Mokum.
Wallcovering: Weitzner Limited. All items,
including artwork, from John Brooks, Inc.
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beth armijo
b r e a k fa s t n o o k
To create a family-friendly breakfast nook distinguished from the formal
feel of the rest of the house, designer Beth Armijo determined a casual
upholstered banquette was the perfect solution. Working with the show
house’s architect, Steve Ekman, she used the home’s existing moldings as a
reference for the paneling of the corner built-in. She then had a wide-plank
oak trestle table custom made to stand up to the rigor of daily life and
chose a pair of low-slung chairs, sporting a colorful stripe, to provide extra
seating. “You have to walk through this space to get from the kitchen to the
family room, so I wanted the chairs to have some presence without going
overboard,” says Armijo, who covered the seats with the same washable
vinyl as the banquette’s cushion. “The stripes lighten up the space and
add a fun punch.” The delicate silver trellis pattern of the hand-printed
fabric she used to upholster the walls further integrates the room with
the architecture, while a hand-blown glass chandelier “doesn’t detract
from the upholstered wall,” she notes, “but still holds its weight.”
Artwork: Evan Anderman Photography; curated by Ann Benson Reidy. Banquette
fabrication: DC Upholstery & Design Workshop. Banquette fabrics: Kravet and
Osborne & Little from Shanahan Collection. Chair fabrics: Harlequin (stripe)
and Osborne & Little. Chairs: Kravet. Chandelier: Bella Figura from Shanahan
Collection. Table: Jed Fritz. Wallcovering fabric: Studio Bon from Schumacher.
Wallcovering installation: Leech Design.
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k at i e w o l f e a g r o n
boy’s bedroom
“Every child’s room should be a little messy, and mixing patterns is one
way to create a casual effect,” says designer Katie Wolfe Agron, who didn’t
hesitate to build the boy’s room around a brown-and-white toile fabric she
used on the bed skirt and pillows. “It’s a very outdoorsy print with bears
and evergreens, but it’s also abstract and a bit more sophisticated.” From
there she added a plaid tent—“the perfect indoor getaway”—and designed
clean-lined drapes, which she topped with a square valance to make an
architectural statement. A painted abstract polka dot wainscot caps things
off. “I like all my rooms to have a bit of pop or jazz, and that wainscot made
all the difference,” says Wolfe, who collaborated with Molly Simons, her
partner in the shop MK Style, on accessories such as the row of wall hooks
for displaying clothing. “It can be a dress-up area or a place for Mom to lay
out a week’s worth of outfits,” she says.
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Artwork: Evan Anderman Photography; curated
by Ann Benson Reidy. Baskets: Pottery Barn. Bed
skirt and pillow fabric: Clarence House. Clothing:
Black Kite. Drapery fabric: Maxwell Fabrics.
Drapery trim: Samuel & Sons Passementerie.
Duvet cover, lamp, vintage wicker chairs and
chandelier: MK Style. Plaid tent fabric: Pindler
& Pindler Inc. Rug: Authentic Persian & Oriental
Rugs. Side table: Woodbridge Furniture Co.
Wainscot mural: Miss Lindsey.

p e t r a r i c h a r d s & k r i s t i n a s t e r li n g
g i r l’ s b e d r o o m
“We wanted to be mindful of the architecture of the house while introducing
some unexpected elements to this room to make it more enticing and
eclectic,” says Kristina Sterling, who designed the girl’s bedroom with
Petra Richards. The duo made the decision to pair a traditional canopy
bed and crystal chandelier with hand-printed coffee bean wallpaper

Bed, commode, console and chair: Niermann
Weeks. Chair fabric: Manuel Canovas.
Chandelier: Minton-Spidell. Statue: Corbin
Bronze. All from Egg & Dart, Ltd. Artwork:
John Brooks, Inc. and Abend Gallery Fine Art.
Bed cover fabric: Schumacher. Drapery fabric:
Clarence House from Kneedler-Fauchère.
Lamps: Porta Romana from John Brooks, Inc.
Rug: Floor Coverings By CPA. Wallcovering:
Studio Printworks. Wallcovering installation:
Turner & Schmied.

and dramatic black-and-white zigzag draperies. Despite its designation
as a feminine space, the designers decided the room should also be
sophisticated enough to work as a guest room, while still maintaining a
sense of fun and whimsy. “Combining a custom rose-colored duvet with
contemporary art and a trio of Italian glass lamps gives it a playful feel,”
says Richards, who also envisioned the room as a transitional space that
could take its occupant from girlhood through her teenage years. Central
to that idea is a bronze statue that seems to gaze into the gardens. “She’s
a wistful, romantic figure that transcends age,” says Sterling.
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mikal otten
kitchen
“I wanted there to be a dramatic feature that would invite you in,”
Mikal Otten of Exquisite Kitchen Design says about the space, which
he completely remodeled to include a prominent steel stove hood with
an antique finish. “Now your eye goes right from those beautiful glass
pendants to that hood.” Otten scooped the edge of the custom design for
drama and chose its material so it would be harmonious with the 1920s
architecture. He then rimmed the kitchen’s perimeter with hand-glazed
white cabinets with inset doors, also typical of the era, and dressed them
with polished-nickel hardware. For the central marble-topped island,
Otten—who collaborated with designer Beth Armijo on selecting the
accessories and finishes, such as the ceramic tile floor, light fixtures and
paint color—chose a dark walnut to lend an anchoring presence to the
room. “It gives the island a furniture look,” says Otten. “I also added
three-piece moldings to the cabinets that reach the ceiling and make the
room look like it was always there.”
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Backsplash tile, pot filler and island faucet:
Waterworks. Butcher block: The Grothouse
Lumber Company. Cabinetry fabrication:
Quality Custom Cabinetry Inc. Cabinetry
hardware: Merit. Countertop and stone sink
fabrication: Custom Edge Marble & Granite.
Faucet: Waterstone. Floor tile: Capco Tile &
Stone. Pendants: Bloom by Anuschka. Range:
Wolf from Roth. Stools: DC Upholstery &
Design Workshop. Stool fabric: Osborne & Little.
Stove hood fabrication: Raw Urth Designs.

a n d r e a m o n at h s c h u m a c h e r
master bedroom
With the Denver Botanic Gardens right next door, designer Andrea
Monath Schumacher, working with project manager Shadie Copeland,
couldn’t resist bringing the beauty and serenity of the gardens into the
master bedroom. “You look right through those draperies out to the trees,”
Schumacher says of draperies made from spring-green fabric dotted with
images of tiny blue birds. Other ornithological references abound, from the
enlarged print of a classic Audubon image to the watercolor-like bird motif
on the linen pillow shams to an ibis lamp that playfully peeks its head over
the top of its shade. “A little sense of humor is always important, but so is
introducing an unexpected element,” says Schumacher, who juxtaposed a
traditional four-poster with a bold orange hue. “When you alter an iconic
form in a way that makes it modern, that’s true design.” For continuity,
the designer pulled a hint of green into the adjacent bathroom with a rug
fashioned from recycled saris.
Artwork in bathroom: William Havu Gallery. Bed, ceiling and wall paint: Benjamin
Moore. Bed refinishing: DC Upholstery & Design Workshop. Colorful pillow sham
fabric: Rodolph from Egg & Dart, Ltd. Drapery fabric: Lulu DK from John Brooks,
Inc. Ibis lamp: Cyan Design. Round side table: Hickory Chair from Hoff Miller.
Sofa: Brownstone Furniture from Town. Wooden chest and armchair: Priddy’s
Auction Galleries. Towels and bathroom accessories styled by Waterworks.
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d e v o n t o b i n & m i r a n d a c u ll e n
mother’s office
On the hunt to find a perfect centerpiece for the mother’s office, designers
Devon Tobin and Miranda Cullen of Duet Design Group hit pay dirt at
A Paris Street Market in Littleton with an original 1930s settee, whose
inherent beauty was hidden under layers of cracking black paint. “All we
saw when we looked at it was a beautiful shape and an opportunity to
bring something great back to life,” says Tobin, who along with Cullen,
transformed the piece with a silver-leaf finish and a bright graphic floral
fabric. The designers then flanked the settee with reclaimed-wood shelves
filled with mercury glass, antique silver and other metal-toned accessories
to complement the gray hue they chose for the walls. In lieu of a coffee
table, the duo opted for a pair of embossed-leather and antique-brass side
tables to fit the scale of the room and added a modern accent with a bold
grid-patterned rug. In the room’s entry alcove, a floral print wallcovering
is both “unexpected and transformational,” says Tobin.
Bookcases: Dovetail. Desk: McGuire. Side tables: Pearson. Wallcovering and
drapery fabric: Clarke & Clarke. All from Chuck Wells & Associates. Artwork:
Phoenix Art Group. Lamp: AF Lighting. Mirror: Arteriors Home. Paint: Benjamin
Moore. Pillow fabrics: Schumacher, Clarke & Clarke and Maxwell Fabrics. Rug:
Global Views. Settee fabric: Galbraith & Paul. Settee refinishing: DC Upholstery
& Design Workshop. Wallcovering installation: Elite Custom Finishes.
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A n u s c h k a Pa s h e l
guest bedroom
It’s hard not to notice the drum pendant engulfed with three layers of
ivory feathers hanging from the ceiling of the guest bedroom. From there
your eye might wander to the coarse burlap on a dome-shaped chair, or
to the smooth marble coffee table, or to the gold-leaf side table cast from
a real tree trunk or to any number of materials that constitute the tactile
fantasy orchestrated in the room by designer Anuschka Pashel. “If I have a
signature, it’s my use of texture,” says Pashel, who even trimmed the Roman
shades with a velvet ikat. “I don’t like to use all wood or leather or glass, but
prefer to bring together a little bit of everything.” To make her point, she
deftly combined a dark leather headboard with a cream linen-covered sofa
and then added a hammered-gold-leaf console table with a mosaic agate
top to serve as both a desk and vanity. In the adjoining bathroom, Buddha
statues and a silvered mirror round out the rich, layered look.
Accessories, bedside tables, bench, botanical prints, Cisco Brothers bed and
sofa, coffee table, console table, cowhide rug, dome chair, feather drum pendant,
gold side tables, lamps, Missoni Home bedding and floral pillows, and round
mirrors: Bloom by Anuschka. Artwork above desk and bed: Robischon Gallery
and Carmen Wiedenhoeft Gallery; curated by Ann Benson Reidy. Photograph in
bathroom: Lynda Churilla. Rug: Shaver-Ramsey.
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mikhail ocampo dantes & ron dantes
study
“Every house needs a dark room,” says designer Mikhail Ocampo Dantes, “both
for drama and to supply a cozy nesting place.” By introducing charcoal gray
walls to the historic home’s study—which, thanks to the discovery of a
pair of pocket doors by the show house’s contractor, Doug Canady, became
a passageway between the living and family rooms—Dantes instantly
distinguished the space from its brighter-walled neighbors. Within that
darkened boundary, Dantes, working with his brother and business partner,
Ron Dantes, varied the textural and color values to keep the monochromatic
scheme interesting. A metallic-backed paper weave wallcovering on the ceiling
introduces a hint of sheen, while a rosewood desk adds a warm tone. A cottonchenille-covered chaise is made even more inviting with the addition of velvet
pillows. “And don’t overlook the role of accessories,” says Dantes, who kicked
off a crystal theme with a Philippe Starck vase on the stainless-steel coffee table.
“I try to pick objects that relate to each other and have some kind of meaning.”
Accessories: Ralph Lauren Home. Ceiling wallcovering: Phillip Jeffries. Chaise,
desk and desk chairs: Troscan Design + Furnishings. Coffee table and chrome
chairs: Milo Baughman. All from Town. Artwork: Robischon Gallery and William
Havu Gallery; curated by Ann Benson Reidy. Easel: JF Chen from KneedlerFauchère. Paint: Benjamin Moore.
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c a r o ly n m o r r i s
g u e s t a pa r t m e n t
Black-and-white photographs of Debbie Harry, The Ramones and other rock
icons adorn the walls and peek out from the bookcases of the house’s guest
apartment. “They’re a nod to the 1970s with a touch of punk,” says designer
Carolyn Morris, who defined sleeping and sitting areas in the open space with
handmade wool rugs and then accented Roman shades with brass zippers.
“I tried to give even the most sophisticated guests something they may
not experience in their own homes.” To enhance the existing architecture,
Morris added a low chair rail and built up the baseboard trim. She played
off those elements with the introduction of crisp white walls and modern
Italian furnishings. “I love the mix of traditional architecture with things
like the slipcovered sofa and white sculptural table,” says Morris. For pops of
color against the otherwise muted scheme, Morris added bright pink velvet
pillows and striped rug tiles in the adjoining kitchen for “an element of fun.”
Bed: Poliform. Chair: Flexform. Floor lamp: Flos. Marble coffee table: Minotti. Table
lamps: Foscarini. Pendants: Tom Dixon. Sofa: B&B Italia. Y-shaped table, kitchen table
and barstools: Ligne Roset. All from Studio Como. Artwork above sofa, in kitchen (far
right) and photographs: Robischon Gallery and Carmen Wiedenhoeft Gallery; curated by
Ann Benson Reidy. Bookcases and nightstands: Aspen Leaf Kitchens. Kitchen portraits:
Plus Gallery. Kitchen rug tiles: Flor. Large-scale painting (following spread): Carlos
Alvarez. Rugs: Ebanista. Paintings in bookcases: Alyson Khan. Pillow fabrics: Kravet.
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Conni Newsome & Ashley Larson
o u t d o o r s pa c e s
Designers Conni Newsome and Ashley Larson believe that outdoor spaces
should carry the same weight as indoor rooms. “A front porch sets the
stage for the entire house, and the furnishings should never be an afterthought,” says Larson, who, along with Newsome, assembled hand-forged
iron furnishings and a host of indoor-style elements, including white-linen
draperies, a framed mirror and side tables draped with burlap, to give the
front porch a sophisticated air. For cohesiveness, the designers turned to the
same iron furnishings in the pool area, where this time the pieces are joined
by dining tables dressed with hand-painted tablecloths in a subtle charcoal
ombré pattern, black director’s chairs and taupe-and-white striped pillows.
Crisp boxwoods in matte-black planters provide a sculptural touch of green
throughout. “The neutral palette really complements the architecture and
establishes a timeless quality,” says Newsome. “Our intent was to create
outdoor rooms that encourage lounging and relaxation and that will look
as good 10 years from now as they do today.”
Black planters: T-Trove Asian Decor. Coffee table, console table and candlesticks:
Watson & Co. Daybed: DC Upholstery & Design Workshop. Formations iron furnishings,
Paul Ferrante mirror and ceramic art: John Brooks, Inc. Rugs: Aztec Custom Rug
& Carpet Service. Umbrella: West Elm. Wood lamps: Eron Johnson Antiques.
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ta b e r s w e e t & a r i e l g e l m a n
landscape
Landscape architects Taber Sweet and Ariel Gelman turned the yard’s
existing expanse of neglected sod into a multifunctional wonderland,
where Jay Gatsby would have felt right at home. “We wanted to recreate
what might have been,” says Gelman, noting that they scavenged for
brick to match the 1920s house and used concrete paving bands to echo
its architectural features. They even hired a craftsman to hand-notch
the columns holding up a cedar arbor. “It’s the kind of detail you would
have expected back then,” adds Sweet. Privacy was also a key issue and,
after conducting a solar study, they placed the pool in a sunny spot, but
also pushed it up against a wall bordering the adjacent Denver Botanic
Gardens. “This way visitors standing on the berm would look over the
pool,” says Sweet. The pool, which is solar heated and incorporates several
small fountains along one edge, was designed to be narrow enough to
double as a beautiful water feature when not in use.
Arbor: Goodfellas Construction. Black planters: T-Trove Asian Decor. Chaise
lounges: Formations from John Brooks, Inc. Landscape construction: Designs By
Sundown. Pool and jets: Colorado Pools. Stone stools: Eron Johnson Antiques.
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